
Entrance criteria
The summer school is attended by reciprocal scholarship holders of
the Czech Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports (MŠMT ČR) and
self-payers. The number of places at the Summer School is limited

(80). Some of the places available are reserved for scholarship
holders of the Ministry of Education of the Czech Republic on the

basis of interstate cultural agreements. Foreign applicants apply for
these scholarships to the relevant authorities (usually the Ministry of
Education) in their country. The second part of the available places is

for paying participants who pay their own living expenses.

The event is organized by the Institute of Bohemistics of the Faculty
of Arts of the University of South Bohemia in České Budějovice. It is

a three-week course designed for foreign students, professionals
(teachers, translators, interpreters) and academics in the field of

Bohemian and Slavonic studies. All those interested in Czech
language, literature, history and culture are welcome.

Payment (self-payers)
Interested parties will send a completed application form and then receive
an invoice. Upon receipt of payment, the University will send an acceptance
letter. The acceptance letter also serves as the basis for the visa application.

The price for 2024 is 1500 EUR or 36700 CZK.
The price includes a three-week course (tuition, accommodation, meals,

selected excursions and cultural events).
If the participant provides his/her own accommodation or meals, 

the price will be reduced by that item.
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Accommodation 
and Meals

Participants can look forward to language lessons, lectures,
excursions, cultural and sport events and weekend trips.

Beginners will receive 5 hours of intensive Czech language
instruction language daily.

Intermediate students receive 3 hours of intensive Czech
language lessons and 2 hours of conversation per day.

Advanced students take 3 hours of intensive Czech language
instruction and two hours of conversation or lectures.

Lectures are conducted in Czech.

New!

Thematic 

seminars

Everyone chooses 

a topic of interest

from the range of

seminars. There will

be a choice of e.g.

Czech poetry, 

history or politics.

Programme

https://www.ff.jcu.cz/en/international-relations/summer-
school-of-slavonic-studies

LSS participants are accommodated in student
dormitories in double rooms.

Breakfast, lunch and dinner are served in the canteen
in the form of a buffet. The dormitory and canteen are
located near the Faculty of Arts, on the campus of the

University of South Bohemia.

cpc@ff.jcu.cz                      

KOLEJE A MENZY
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České Budějovice
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